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SUMMARY Measuring network resource information, including avail-
able bandwidth, propagation delay, and packet loss ratio, is an important
task for efficient operation of overlay network services. Although mea-
surement accuracy can be enhanced by frequent measurements, performing
measurements with high frequency can cause measurement conflict prob-
lem that increases the network load and degrades measurement accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a low-cost, distributed and conflict-aware mea-
surement method that reduces measurement conflicts while maintaining
high measurement accuracy. The main idea is that the overlay node ex-
changes the route information and the measurement results with its neigh-
boring overlay nodes while decreasing the measurement frequency. This
means our method trades the overhead of conducting measurements for
the overhead of information exchange to enhance measurement accuracy.
Simulation results show that the relative error in the measurement results
of our method can be decreased by half compared with the existing method
when the total measurement overheads of both methods are equal. We also
confirm that exchanging measurement results contributes more to the en-
hancement of measurement accuracy than performing measurements.
key words: overlay networks, network measurement, measurement con-
flict, distributed measurement method, information exchange

1. Introduction

Recently, overlay networks have attracted much attention as
a technology that enables early deployment of new network
services without standardization processes. Applications of
overlay networks include end-system multicast (e.g., Narada
[1]), P2P systems (e.g., Skype [2], KaZaA [3], BitTorrent
[4]), content distribution systems (e.g., Akamai [5]), and re-
silient routing (e.g., RON [6]).

In overlay networks, the overlay nodes are often in-
stalled on end hosts as an application program. In this case,
routing and traffic control at the overlay detecting level are
conducted at the end hosts, and such controls cannot be ac-
tivated inside the network. On the other hand, the overlay
routing inside the network becomes possible by installing
overlay nodes on the routers in the network. This installation
has been simplified with such techniques as network virtu-
alization [7] and software defined network [8]. In this paper,
to realize efficient routing control by overlay networks, we
consider an overlay network in which the overlay nodes are
deployed on the routers.

An overlay network should obtain the network re-
source information of the underlay network, including avail-
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able bandwidth, propagation delay, and packet loss ratio, to
maintain and improve the performance of network service.
These metrics should be measured frequently to obtain high
measurement accuracy. RON [6] is one early-stage instance
that measures all paths among overlay nodes. The measure-
ment overhead becomes O(n2), where n is the number of
overlay nodes. Therefore, [9] pointed out that the number
of overlay nodes that can be applied is up to around fifty.
Many solutions have been proposed to reduce measurement
overhead [10]–[16]. However, these methods have short-
comings in terms of measurement accuracy [10] or available
measurement metrics [12], [13].

Measurement accuracy is affected not only by the way
measurements are performed but also by the overlap of un-
derlay paths among overlay nodes. Fig. 1 illustrates an ex-
ample of overlapping paths. Oi and Ri (i = 1, ..., 5) represent
overlay nodes and routers. Although paths O1O4 and O2O5
are disjointed at the overlay level, they overlap at the un-
derlay level, i.e., they share links and routers on the path
between R1 and R5. Therefore, the concurrent measurement
tasks of paths O1O4 and O2O5 compete on the common links
for network resources (e.g., processing power at routers and
link bandwidth), causing high load on the common links and
additional error in the measurement results.

[17] addresses this problem and proposes a method
that schedules the timing of the measurement tasks of the
overlay paths so that measurement conflicts can be avoided
completely. However, the measurement frequency in this
method is limited because of the heuristic behavior of the
proposed scheduling algorithms [18]. Moreover, the meth-
ods in [10], [11], [14]–[17] require a master node to aggre-
gate the complete topology information of the underlay (IP)
network, decide measurement timings, and give instructions
to each overlay node. Therefore, the amount of time and
network traffic for the aggregation of topology information
and instructions are large, and the performance of overlay
networks decreases when changes occur in the underlay or
overlay networks.

In this paper, we propose a distributed measurement
method that can reduce measurement conflicts and obtain
high measurement accuracy. In our proposed method, each
overlay node exchanges route information with its neighbor-
ing overlay nodes to detect the overlapping paths. Overlap-
ping paths with the same source node are measured sequen-
tially to completely avoid measurement conflicts. Overlap-
ping paths having different source nodes are randomly mea-
sured to reduce measurement conflicts. The overlay node
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Fig. 1 Example of path overlapping

then exchanges the measurement results with its neighbor-
ing overlay nodes to statistically improve measurement ac-
curacy. Our method can also lower the measurement fre-
quencies to reduce overhead and measurement conflicts.

We make the following contributions in this paper:

• We propose two algorithms for detecting the over-
lapping paths that do not require complete topology
knowledge of the IP network at each node.

• We propose a method for determining the measurement
frequencies and timings of the overlapping paths to re-
duce measurement conflicts.

• We evaluate our method and compare it with the
method in [17] by simulations with both generated and
real Internet topologies.

From the simulation results, we reach the following conclu-
sions:

• Our method detects more than 90% of the overlapping
paths with less than 30% of the information exchanges
of the full-mesh method.

• When the overheads of our method and the method in
[17] are equal, the relative error of the measurement
results of our method is less than half of the method in
[17].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes related work. In Sect. 3, we explain
our method for detecting the overlapping of overlay paths.
Section 4 describes our technique for reducing measurement
conflicts and improving measurement accuracy. In Sect. 5,
our proposed method is evaluated by simulations. We con-
clude this paper and discuss future work in Sect. 6.

2. Related work

RON [6] can measure many network resource information
of the underlay network such as available bandwidth, prop-
agation delay and packet loss ratio, but it suffers from a lack
of scalability. Therefore, the measurement methods pro-
posed later tried to reduce the measurement overhead from
the O(n2) overhead of RON. Network tomography [10],

[11], [14]–[16] is an effective approach to achieve this goal.
The main idea of these methods is that they monitor only a
few paths that cover all the links of the overlay network and
use the measurement results of the collected paths to infer
the measurement results of the remaining paths. However,
the centralized behavior of these methods makes it hard for
them to cope with changes or troubles that occur in the un-
derlay network.

The measurement conflict problem, which was first ad-
dressed in [19], is considered in later work [17], [20]. The
main idea of these studies is that they use heuristic algo-
rithms from graph theory to schedule the measurement tim-
ings of paths so that the overlapping paths are measured at
different timings. Although measurement conflicts can be
avoided completely, the measurement frequencies are lim-
ited, so measurement accuracy is not high. We also point
out that when the measurement traffic is not so intrusive, for
example, when the measurement metric is latency, it is not
necessary to completely avoid measurement conflicts.

Only a few measurement methods work in a distributed
fashion [13], [21], and they have their own limits. The au-
thors in [13] proposed a measurement system for available
bandwidth, called ImSystemPlus, that can reduce measure-
ment conflicts without using a master node by randomly de-
ciding the measurement timing of overlapping paths. How-
ever, this method requires complete topology knowledge of
the IP network at each overlay node. [21] proposed a mea-
surement system in which overlay nodes estimate their vir-
tual coordinates and exchange with each other to calculate
the distances between them and infer latencies from those
distances. However, this method cannot be applied to mea-
sure packet loss and bandwidth.

3. Detecting overlapping paths

3.1 Network model and definitions

We consider a network with m routers, denoted by Ri (i =
1, ...,m). We denote the underlay path between two routers
Ri and R j as RiR j. If two different paths RiR j and RsRt share
at least one link, we say that RiR j and RsRt overlap with each
other, or RiR j (RsRt) is an overlapping path of RsRt (RiR j).

Suppose that there are n (n ≤ m) overlay nodes de-
ployed on n routers. Density σ of the overlay nodes is de-
fined as the ratio of the number of overlay nodes to the num-
ber of routers, i.e., σ = n/m. We denote the overlay nodes as
Oi (i = 1, ..., n) and call the path between two overlay nodes
an overlay path. For overlay path OiO j, Oi is the source
node, and O j is the destination node of the overlay path.

Figure 2 shows a classification of the overlapping state
of overlay paths. In this paper, we classify overlapping
states into the following three types:

• Complete overlapping: One overlay path completely
includes another overlay path.

• Half overlapping: Two overlay paths share a route from
the source node to a router that is not an overlay node.
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Fig. 2 Classification of path overlapping

• Partial overlapping: Two overlay paths share a route
that does not include the source node.

For example, in Fig. 2, path O1O4 is a complete over-
lapping path of O1O5. Paths O1O2 and O1O4 have a half
overlapping relation. Path O1O2 is a partial overlapping path
of O3O4.

3.2 Methods for detecting complete and half overlapping
paths

Complete overlapping and half overlapping can be detected
by the source node of the overlay path using traceroute-
like tools, as described in [22]. For example, in Fig. 2, when
overlay node O1 issues traceroute to O4 and O5, complete
overlapping of paths O1O4 and O1O5 can be detected. Sim-
ilarly, the shared route from O1 to router R2 by paths O1O2
and O1O4 can be detected when O1 issues traceroute to
O2 and O4.

3.3 Method for detecting partial overlapping paths

3.3.1 Detecting algorithms

Partial overlapping cannot be precisely detected only by
traceroute-like tools, because the source nodes of the par-
tial overlapping paths are different. Therefore, in this sub-
section, we propose the following method for detecting par-
tial overlapping paths.

We demonstrate how an overlay node Oi detects the
partial overlapping paths. We denote the set of overlay paths
whose source nodes are Oi, which contain at least two links
and do not completely include other overlay paths as SOi .
We also denote the set of overlay paths whose destination
nodes are Oi, which contain at least two links and do not
completely include other overlay paths as DOi . Note that
we exclude one-link paths when defining SOi andDOi since
they do not have partial overlapping paths. Also, we do
not directly measure the paths that completely include other
overlay paths, as described in Subsect. 4.1.1.

Algorithm 1 Oi detects the partial overlapping paths of the
paths in SOi

1: //initilization
2: for OiO j ∈ SOi do
3: COiO j ← ∅ //set of candidates of partial overlapping paths of OiO j
4: NOiO j ← ∅ //set of nodes that receives information of OiO j
5: end for
6: for O j , Oi do
7: TO j

Oi
← ∅ //set of paths that Oi sends to O j

8: RO j
Oi
← ∅ //set of paths that Oi receives from O j

9: end for
10:
11: //find candidates of partial overlapping paths
12: for OiO j ∈ SOi do
13: for each pair OiOs, OiOt of half overlapping paths of OiO j do
14: if OverlapLength(OiO j,OiOs) < OverlapLength(OiO j,OiOt)

then
15: COiO j ← COiO j ∪ {OsOt}
16: else if OverlapLength(OiO j,OiOs) > OverlapLength(OiO j,OiOt)

then
17: COiO j ← COiO j ∪ {OtOs}
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21:
22: //update set of paths that Oi sends to other nodes
23: for OiO j ∈ SOi do
24: for OsOt ∈ COiO j do
25: TOs

Oi
← TOs

Oi
∪ {OiO j}

26: end for
27: end for
28:
29: //Oi exchanges information of paths with other nodes
30: for O j , Oi do
31: loop
32: for OiOs ∈ T

O j
Oi

do
33: Oi sends information of OiOs to O j
34: NOiOs ← NOiOs ∪ {O j}
35: end for
36: TO j

Oi
← ∅ //clear the set TO j

Oi

37: Oi receives information of paths from O j and adds it to set RO j
Oi

38: Oi detects partial overlapping between the paths in SOi and the

paths in RO j
Oi

39: //update the set TO j
Oi

40: if there are some paths in SOi that overlap with at least one path

in RO j
Oi

and have not been sent to O j then

41: Add these paths to TO j
Oi

42: end if
43: //stop if there is no more information of paths to send
44: if TO j

Oi
= ∅ then

45: exit loop
46: end if
47: end loop
48: end for
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Our method consists of two steps that detect the partial
overlapping paths of each path in SOi andDOi , respectively.
In the first step, Oi finds the candidates of the partial over-
lapping paths of the paths in SOi . Oi then exchanges the path
information with the source nodes of the candidates to con-
firm whether they are actually partial overlapping paths. In
the second step, Oi exchanges the information of the paths
in DOi with their source nodes to detect their partial over-
lapping paths.

Algorithm 2 Oi detects the partial overlapping paths of the
paths inDOi

1: //Oi sends path information
2: for OiO j ∈ SOi do
3: Oi sends information of OiO j and NOiO j to O j
4: end for
5:
6: //Oi receives path information
7: DOi ← ∅
8: for O j , Oi do
9: Oi receives information of O jOi and set NO jOi from O j

10: DOi ← DOi ∪ {O jOi}
11: end for
12:
13: //Oi detects partial overlapping paths and sends to other nodes
14: for each pair OsOi,OtOi ∈ DOi do
15: if OsOi and OtOi overlap with each other then
16: if Ot < NOsOi then
17: Oi sends information of OsOi to Ot
18: end if
19: if Os < NOtOi then
20: Oi sends information of OtOi to Os
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24:
25: Oi receives the partial overlapping paths of paths in SOi from other

nodes

Algorithm 1 shows the details of the first step. Func-
tion OverlapLength returns the length (number of hops) of
the overlapping part between two paths. In this algorithm,
Oi finds the candidates of the partial overlapping paths of
each path OiO j in SOi by utilizing the information of its half
overlapping paths. In detail, when OiOs and OiOt are half
overlapping paths of OiO j and when the length of the over-
lapping part of OiO j and OiOs is smaller than the length of
the overlapping part of OiO j and OiOt, we infer that OsOt is
a candidate of the partial overlapping path of OiO j. Oi then
exchanges path information with Os to determine whether
OiO j and OsOt actually have a partial overlapping relation.
In this way, Oi exchanges path information with the source
nodes of the candidates to decide their overlapping states.
Furthermore, when receiving path information from other
nodes, Oi may find new candidates of the partial overlapping
paths. In that case, Oi repeats the information exchange and
the decisions of the overlapping states.

We use Fig. 2 to explain how Algorithm 1 works for
path O1O2. Set SO1 includes O1O2, O1O3, and O1O4 and
does not include O1O5 because it completely contains O1O4.

We infer that path O3O4 is a partial overlapping path of
O1O2, because the length of the overlapping part of O1O2
and O1O3 is smaller than the length of the overlapping part
of O1O2 and O1O4. O1 then exchanges path information
with O3 to confirm whether O1O2 and O3O4 actually have a
partial overlapping relation.

Algorithm 2 shows the details of the second step. In
this algorithm, Oi exchanges path information with other
nodes to detect the partial overlapping paths of the paths in
DOi as follows.

1. Oi receives information of each path in DOi from the
source node (referred to as Os) of the path.

2. Oi detects the partial overlapping paths of each path
OsOi in DOi and sends information of these paths to
Os.

We also use Fig. 2 to explain how Algorithm 2 works
for path O2O4. Set DO4 includes O1O4, O2O4, and O3O4
and does not include O5O4 because it contains only one link.
First, O4 receives the information of paths O1O4, O2O4, and
O3O4 from O1, O2, and O3, respectively. O4 then detects
that O1O4, O2O4, and O3O4 are in a partial overlapping re-
lation and sends the information of O1O4 and O3O4 to O2.

3.3.2 Evaluation of detecting algorithms

We evaluate our proposed algorithms for detecting partial
overlapping paths by simulations with two metrics, defined
as follows:

• detection ratio: ratio of the number of detected partial
overlapping paths to the actual number of partial over-
lapping paths.

• number of path information exchanges: number of
times that the information of overlay path was ex-
changed among the overlay nodes.

Algorithm 1 includes iterations for information ex-
change and the decision of the overlapping states. When
the number of iterations increases the detection ratio is en-
hanced, while the overhead of the information exchange
among the overlay nodes also increases. In addition, since
Algorithms 1 and 2 can be conducted independently, we set
the following four detecting levels to conduct Algorithms 1
and 2 to investigate the trade-off relationships between the
detection ratio and the information exchange overhead.

• detecting level 1: run Algorithm 1 with one iteration.
• detecting level 2: run Algorithm 1 with two iterations.
• detecting level 3: run Algorithm 1 completely.
• detecting level 4: run Algorithms 1 and 2 completely.

For the underlay network topology, we used the AT&T
topology obtained from [23]. We also utilized generated
topologies based on BA [24] and random models [25]. We
generated ten topologies for each model using the BRITE
topology generator [26]. All topologies have 523 nodes and
1304 links. We set the density of the overlay nodes to 0.2
and randomly chose them. For averaging the results, the
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Fig. 3 Average detection ratio of partial overlapping paths

choice of the overlay nodes was taken 100 times for the
AT&T topology and ten times for each topology of the BA
and random models.

We compared our method with the full-mesh method
when evaluating the number of path information exchanges.
In the full-mesh method, each overlay node sends informa-
tion of all overlay paths departing from it to all other overlay
nodes. When the number of overlay nodes is n, the number
of path information exchanges of the full-mesh method is
n(n − 1)2, which becomes 1,103,336 in the evaluation re-
sults.

Figures 3 and 4 show the average values and 95% con-
fidence intervals of detection ratio of the partial overlap-
ping paths and the number of path information exchanges,
respectively. The black, gray and white bars show the re-
sults of the AT&T topology, the BA topologies, and ran-
dom topologies, respectively. The line in Fig. 4 represents
the number of path information exchanges of the full-mesh
method. As shown in these figures, our method needs only
1/6 and 1/3 of the path information exchanges to detect
about 60% and 90% of the partial overlapping paths at de-
tecting levels 1 and 4, respectively. The results of detecting
levels 2 and 3 are very close, meaning that we only need to
run two iterations of the exchange loop of Algorithm 1.

4. Measurement method for overlay paths

In this section, we propose a method for reducing the mea-
surement conflicts based on the status of the path overlap-
ping detected by the method in Sect. 3. We explain the
proposed method by describing the detailed behavior for an
overlay path OiO j. First, node Oi detects the overlapping
paths of path OiO j with the method described in Sect. 3. If
path OiO j has no overlapping paths, it is unnecessary to con-
sider a method for reducing measurement conflicts. There-
fore, we are only concerned with the case when path OiO j
overlaps with other overlay paths.

We consider the following two cases of overlapping
states:

1. When path OiO j completely includes other overlay
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Fig. 4 Average number of path information exchanges

paths, overlay path OiO j is not measured directly.
2. When path OiO j does not include other overlay paths,

we adjust the frequency and timing of the measure-
ments to reduce the measurement conflicts.

The detailed mechanisms for the above two cases are de-
scribed in Subsects. 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respectively. In Sub-
sect. 4.2, we propose a statistical method for improving the
accuracy of the measurement results.

Finally, in Subsect. 4.3, we describe the entire pro-
cedure for each overlay node to measure the overlay paths
departing from it.

4.1 Reducing measurement conflicts

4.1.1 Complete overlapping

In this case, the overlay path that includes the other overlay
paths is not measured directly. Instead, the measurement
result is estimated based on the measurement results of the
overlay paths included in it.

We use Fig. 5(a) to explain this method. As shown
in Fig. 5(a), path OiO j completely includes path OiOs.
When Oi issues traceroute to O j, the traceroute packet
goes through Os, which learns that it is on path OiO j. Os
then measures path OsO j and transmits the result to Oi,
which also learns that Os is on path OiO j, based on the
traceroute result. Then Oi does not directly measure path
OiO j; it only measures path OiOs. Oi estimates the mea-
surement result of path OiO j from the measurement result of
path OiOs and that of path OsO j received from Os. See [22]
for details. Note that this method dramatically reduces the
number of measurement paths, especially when the density
of the overlay nodes is large [22]. Furthermore, the reason-
able measurement accuracy of such a spatial composition
method has been confirmed [27].

4.1.2 Half and partial overlapping

Here, we assume that OiO j has (Gi, j − 1) half overlapping
paths (Gi, j ≥ 1), as shown in Fig. 5(b). For simplicity,
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Fig. 5 Examples for explaining the proposed measurement method

we rewrite Gi, j as G. We denote path OiO j as path 1, and
each of its half overlapping paths as path p (2 ≤ p ≤ G).
Furthermore, we assume that, with the method described in
Sect. 3 to detect partial overlapping paths, path p (1 ≤ p ≤
G) has (Kp − 1) partial overlapping paths (Kp ≥ 1).

Overlay node Oi can avoid the measurement conflicts
between half overlapping paths 1, 2, ... and G simply by
measuring them sequentially. On the other hand, because
the source nodes of the partial overlapping paths of path p
are different, measurement conflicts between them cannot
be avoided completely. Therefore, we propose a technique
that combines a sequential measurement for half overlap-
ping paths and a random measurement for partial overlap-
ping paths.

We define the measurement frequency as follows. We
assume that the time required for each measurement task is
identical for all overlay paths and denote it as τ. We also as-
sume that the measurement results of path p are aggregated
in the time duration of Tp (Tp ≥ τ). We call Tp an aggre-
gation period. When a path is measured q (q ≤ Tp/τ) times
at an aggregation period, its measurement frequency at that
aggregation period is defined as fp = qτ/Tp.

We introduce βp as a value that reflects the dispersion
of the measurement results of path p at an aggregation pe-
riod. Note that the method to determine βp is beyond the
scope of this paper. βp can be calculated based on the statis-
tics of the measurement results or using the method in [13].
We set measurement frequency fp proportional to βp for all
paths, i.e., f1/β1 = f2/β2 = ... = fG/βG. To avoid mea-
surement conflicts between half overlapping paths, the sum
of their measurement frequencies should be equal to or less

than one, i.e.,
G∑

p=1
fp ≤ 1. So we have fp ≤ βp/(

G∑
s=1
βs).

To reduce the probability of measurement conflicts be-
tween path p and its (Kp − 1) partial overlapping paths, we
set the measurement frequency of path p to a value equal to
or less than 1/Kp, i.e., fp ≤ 1/Kp. In addition, we keep the
measurement frequencies as large as possible to obtain as
many measurement results as possible. Therefor, the mea-
surement frequency of path p is decided based on the fol-
lowing equation:

fp = min{βp/(
G∑

s=1
βs), 1/Kp}. (1)

Next, we explain our method for randomly deciding the
measurement timings of path p so that the probability that
the measurement of path p is carried out becomes fp. We
define a measurement cycle for the measurements of paths 1,
2, ... and G. We also divide the measurement cycle into
multiple measurement time slots, each of which is assigned
to the measurement of each path. We consider a scheme
for allocating the measurement timings of paths p to these
measurement time slots as follows.

When a path is measured at one measurement time slot
of the measurement cycle, the probability that the measure-
ment of the path is carried out becomes 1/G. Therefore, we
compare fp with 1/G when considering the measurement
timings of path p. We assume that f1 ≥ f2 ≥ ... ≥ fG with-
out loss of generality. For convenience, we define dummy

value f0 = 1. Since
G∑

s=1
fs ≤ 1, 0 ≤ l < G exists, such that

f0 ≥ ... ≥ fl ≥ 1/G ≥ fl+1 ≥ ... ≥ fG.
If l = 0, meaning fp ≤ 1/G,∀1 ≤ p ≤ G, one mea-

surement time slot in the measurement cycle is enough to
allocate measurement timings for each path p.

On the other hand, l > 0 means that for path s where
s > l, one measurement time slot is enough to allocate its
measurement timings. For path t where t ≤ l, one measure-
ment time slot is not enough for allocating its measurement
timings to satisfy its measurement frequency. In this case,
the measurement time slot allocated to path s where s > l is
also used to measure path t where t ≤ l when path s is not
measured.

In detail, we propose the following scheme for allocat-
ing the measurement timings of all paths.

1. Randomly decide the measurement order of path p (1 ≤
p ≤ G) at one measurement circle, and allocate the
measurement time slot for each path.

2. • If l = 0,
We measure path p with the probability of G fp at
the measurement time slot allocated to it.

• If l ≥ 1,

– For path t where t ≤ l, we measure it at the
measurement time slot allocated to it.

– For path s where s > l, we measure it with
the probability of G fs at the measurement
time slot allocated to it.
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If path s (s > l) is not measured, the mea-
surement time slot is used to measure path t
(t ≤ l) with the probability of ( ft − 1/G)/δ,

where δ =
G∑

s=l+1
(1/G − fs).

4.2 Statistical method for improving the accuracy for mea-
surement results

In the proposed measurement methods in Subsect. 4.1, be-
cause it is impossible to completely avoid measurement con-
flicts with partial overlapping paths, the accuracy of the
measurement results decreases due to measurement con-
flicts. Therefore, in our proposed method, overlay nodes
exchange measurement results and use statistical processing
to improve measurement accuracy. We assume the measur-
ing metric is delay.

We use Fig. 5(b) to explain the method for path OiO j.
We assume that the overlapping parts of OiO j and its half
and partial overlapping paths are divided by routers Rs1 , Rs2 ,
..., Rsl . In the proposed method, the delay measurements are
individually conducted for overlapping parts Rs1 Rs2 , Rs2 Rs3 ,
..., Rsl−1 Rsl as well as for end-to-end path OiO j. In detail, Oi
measures the delays to routers Rs1 , Rs2 , ..., Rsl and calculates
the delay of OiRs1 , Rs1 Rs2 , ..., Rsl−1 Rsl and Rsl O j as follows,
where the delays of OiRs1 , OiRs2 , ..., OiRsl , and OiO j are
denoted as tOiRs1

,tOiRs2
,...,tOiRsl

,tOiO j , respectively.

tRsk Rsk+1
= tOiRsk+1

− tOiRsk
, k = 1, ..., l − 1

tRsl O j = tOiO j − tOiRsl

When part OiRs1 or Rsk Rsk+1 is the overlapping part of
OiO j and its half overlapping path OiOs, tOiRs1

or tRsk Rsk+1
is

used to calculate the measurement results of both paths OiO j
and OiOs. When part Rsk Rsk+1 or Rsl O j is the overlapping
part of OiO j and its partial overlapping path OuOv, Oi sends
tRsk Rsk+1

or tRsl O j and its measurement timing to Ou, so that Ou
can use tRsk Rsk+1

or tRsl O j to calculate the measurement result
of path OuOv.

Finally, we use statistical processing for the data ob-
tained by information exchange to calculate the measure-
ment result of path OiO j. First, using the gathered values
with the above method, we obtain the average value of the
measurement results of OiRs1 , Rs1 Rs2 , ..., Rsl−1 Rsl , and Rsl O j,
which are denoted as t̄OiRs1

, t̄Rs1 Rs2
, ..., t̄Rsl−1 Rsl

, and t̄Rsl O j , re-
spectively. The measurement result of path OiO j is then cal-
culated as follows.

t̄OiO j = t̄OiRs1
+

l−1∑
k=1

t̄Rsk Rsk+1
+ t̄Rsl O j (2)

The main idea of the above method is that source nodes
of partial overlapping paths exchange measurement results
of the overlapping parts to improve the measurement accu-
racy of these parts, and consequently improve the measure-
ment accuracy of the whole path. Therefore, this method
can be applied similarly to the metrics that the measurement

!"#!

$%%&#%$!'()*#&+',!

-'*'.'%/),#-#0!'()+(-#&1$.!

,#-#0!'()*2$3#)'4)*$-2)'1#&.$**+(%!
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Fig. 6 Measurement procedure

results of overlapping parts can be obtained from the mea-
surement results of the paths from the source node to the
routers in the overlapping parts. These metrics include la-
tency, loss rate, jitter, etc.

However, when the metric is bandwidth-related infor-
mation such as available bandwidth or throughput, because
the measurement results of overlapping parts can not be ob-
tained, we can not apply the above method. The methods
for bandwidth-related metrics are our future work.

4.3 Measurement procedure

The measurement procedure of an overlay node includes the
following four phases:

• Detection phase of path overlapping
The overlay nodes detect the path overlapping using the
method described in Sect. 3.

• Calculation phase of measurement timings
The measurement frequencies and timings are calcu-
lated based on the status of the path overlapping, as
described in Subsect. 4.1.

• Measurement phase
The measurements are performed at the calculated
measurement timings.

• Exchange phase of measurement results
The overlay nodes exchange measurement results and
calculate the measurement results of the overlay paths,
as described in Subsect. 4.2.

Figure 6 illustrates the relationships among phases.
The phases of the calculations of measurement timings, the
measuring, and the measurement results exchange are per-
formed at each aggregation period. Because the frequency
of the change in the underlay network is generally smaller
than the frequency of the change in the measurement results,
the interval between two phases of path overlapping detec-
tion is larger than an aggregation period. We call this inter-
val a topology detection interval. In general cases, the length
of detection phase of path overlapping is much smaller than
that of measurement phase, because in detection phase of
path overlapping, the actions of detecting and exchanging
path information are performed immediately with no wait-
ing time, while in measurement phase, measurements are
performed several times, and there are large intervals be-
tween measurements to reduce measurement conflicts. The
overheads of these phases are evaluated and discussed in
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Subsect. 5.2.2.

5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
method by simulation experiments. We explain the evalua-
tion method in Subsect. 5.1 and present evaluation results
and discussions in Subsect. 5.2.

5.1 Evaluation method

We compared the proposed method with an existing method
[17], which we briefly explain and make some assumptions
about for comparison. We then explain the evaluation met-
rics and the simulation settings.

5.1.1 Existing method [17]

In the method in [17], a measurement task on an overlay
path is represented by a vertex in a graph. Two vertexes
that represent the measurement tasks on overlapping paths
are connected by an edge. The authors proposed some
heuristic algorithms from graph theory to divide the vertexes
into some groups, so that each group contains only discon-
nected vertexes which represent measurement tasks of non-
overlapping paths. The measurement tasks represented by
vertexes in the same group are simultaneously performed,
while the measurement tasks represented by vertexes in
the different groups are sequentially performed. There-
fore, measurement conflicts between overlapping paths are
avoided completely.

However, in [17], a detail measurement method for
applying these algorithms is not mentioned. Therefore, to
compare it with our method, we assume that the method in
[17] is applied to a centralized measurement system like the
one described in [11]. In this system, a master node aggre-
gates the information of overlay paths from other overlay
nodes, schedules measurement timings for the overlay paths
using the method in [17], instructs other overlay nodes to
measure, and aggregates the measurement results from the
other overlay nodes.

5.1.2 Evaluation metrics

Here, we assume the measuring metric is delay. We com-
pare the proposed method and the method in [17] with the
following metrics:

• Measurement accuracy
We use the relative error of the measurement results as
a metric to evaluate the measurement accuracy of the
methods.

• System overhead
We consider the following three kinds of overheads in
conducting the measurements.

– Path information accessing overhead
This is caused when each overlay node uses

traceroute-like tools to access the information
of the overlay paths.

– Measurement overhead
This is caused when performing measurements on
the overlay paths.

– Information exchange overhead
This is caused when overlay nodes exchange in-
formation of overlay paths and measurement re-
sults with other overlay nodes.

The relative error of the measurement result is calcu-
lated by:

ε =
|t̄ − t∗|

t∗
(3)

where t∗ and t̄ are the real delay and average values of the
measurement results, respectively.

We use the M/M/1 queueing model for each link in the
network to calculate t∗ and t̄. We assume that each measure-
ment on a link causes the increase in the link utilization, that
results in the increase of the delay and delay jitter at the link.
When the number of concurrent measurements on a link in-
creases, the link utilization also greatly increases, causing
additional error in the delay measurements.

The system overhead, denoted by A, is calculated by:

A =
sa + sm + se

d
(4)

where d is the duration during which the measurements were
performed, and sa, sm and se are the sizes of the data pack-
ets used for accessing the path information, measuring, and
exchanging the path information and the measurement re-
sults, respectively. We use second as the unit of d and bit as
the unit of sa, sm and se. Therefore, the unit of A is bit per
second (bps).

5.1.3 Simulation settings

In obtaining the following simulation results, our assump-
tions on the network topologies, the number and the distri-
bution of overlay nodes are the same as those mentioned in
Subsect. 3.3.2.

Value βp, which is used for calculating the measure-
ment frequencies by Eq. (1), is determined based on the
coefficient of variance of the measurement results. Further-
more, we adjust the measurement frequencies in our method
so that the system overheads of the proposed method and the
method in [17] are the same.

We assume that we utilize traceroute to access infor-
mation of overlay paths, and use ping to measure their de-
lays. The size of each traceroute packet and ping packet
is 28 and 475 bytes, respectively. We set the time of each
measurement task τ = 1 (second). An aggregation period is
set to one hour, and an topology detection interval is set to
ten hours. We set the utilization of each link in the network
to 0.5 and assume that each measurement task increases the
link utilization by 0.005.
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Fig. 7 Relative error of measurement results

`````````̀Topology
Method existing method proposed method proposed method proposed method proposed method

detecting level 1 detecting level 2 detecting level 3 detecting level 4

AT&T 10.626 7.918 8.213 8.211 6.798
BA 16.034 10.531 10.593 10.602 9.286

Random 37.753 20.424 20.538 20.538 19.162
Table 1 Average number of measurements during an aggregation period

`````````̀Topology
Method existing method proposed method proposed method proposed method proposed method

detecting level 1 detecting level 2 detecting level 3 detecting level 4

AT&T 10.626 130.323 136.889 136.852 168.294
BA 16.034 141.577 148.918 149.077 210.704

Random 37.753 187.547 203.068 203.199 277.161
Table 2 Average number of measurement results received during an aggregation period

`````````̀Topology
Method existing method proposed method proposed method proposed method proposed method

detecting level 1 detecting level 2 detecting level 3 detecting level 4

AT&T 1.000 1.031 1.029 1.029 1.022
BA 1.000 1.030 1.027 1.027 1.018

Random 1.000 1.040 1.036 1.036 1.022
Table 3 Average number of concurrent measurements of one link

5.2 Evaluation results and discussions

5.2.1 Measurement accuracy

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the relative error in the
measurement results. The relative errors in our method are
about half of those in the method in [17]. In our method,
the relative errors decrease from detecting levels one to
four, and the measurement accuracy of detecting level four
greatly surpasses the other detecting levels.

To explain these results, we use the evaluation results
of the parameters related to measurement accuracy. Tables
1 and 2 show the average number of measurements of an
overlay path and the average number of the measurement
results of a link (in our method) or a path (in the method
in [17]) gathered during an aggregation period, respectively.
In our method, as explained in Subsect. 4.2, the aggregated
measurement results of each link of an overlay path include
the results obtained from the measurements performed by
its source node and the results received from other over-
lay nodes. On the other hand, in the method in [17], be-

cause measurement results are not exchanged among over-
lay nodes, the number of aggregated measurement results
of an overlay path equals its measurement times. Table 3
shows the average number of concurrent measurements per-
formed at a link. In the method in [17], because the mea-
surement conflicts are avoided completely, this value re-
mains one for all links. In our method, although the mea-
surement conflicts cannot be avoided completely, we reduce
them by adjusting the measurement frequencies based on
the status of the path overlapping. Therefore, the average
number of concurrent measurements of a link is very close
to one.

As shown in these tables, in our method, although
the number of measuring times is smaller than that in the
method in [17], the number of aggregated measurement re-
sults is much larger, while the number of measurement con-
flicts is small. Therefore, the measurement accuracy of our
method surpasses the method in [17].

We also observe in Tables 2 and 3 that when the de-
tecting level of the proposed method is four, the number
of measurement results is the largest, whereas the number
of concurrent measurements is the smallest. This results in
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Fig. 8 Average system overhead of one link

that the measurement accuracy at detecting level four is bet-
ter than those at other detecting levels.

5.2.2 System overhead

Figure 8 shows the average values of the system overhead
of the method in [17] and our proposed method with four
detecting levels. The system overheads of these methods
are almost equal. Furthermore, the measurement overhead
occupies the most part of the system overhead, and the in-
formation exchange overhead is very small while the path
information accessing overhead is negligible. This is be-
cause of the following two reasons. First, the size of the
measurement traffic is much larger than the size of the traf-
fic of information exchange and path information accessing.
Second, the access frequency of path information is smaller
than the measurement frequency, because the frequency of
the change in the underlay network is generally smaller than
the frequency of the change in the measurement results. In
our method, the information exchange overhead of detect-
ing level four is slightly larger while the measurement over-
head is smaller than those of the other detecting levels. This
means that by shifting some amount of overhead from mea-
surement to information exchange, we can significantly im-
prove the measurement accuracy.

We also observe in Figs. 7 and 8 that random topology
has the smallest relative error but the largest system over-
head compared with AT&T and BA topologies. We explain
these results as follows. From the simulation results, we
found that the number of half overlapping paths and par-
tial overlapping paths in random topology is smaller than
that in AT&T and BA topologies. Therefore, in the method
in [17], the number of overlay paths that can be measured
concurrently is the largest, meaning that the measurement
frequency and the measurement overhead are the largest in
random topology. Because the system overhead is occupied
mostly by the measurement overhead, the system overhead
is also the largest in random topology. Furthermore, be-
cause the measurement frequency in random topology is the
largest among three network topologies, the relative error
becomes the smallest. In our method, because we adjust
measurement frequency of our method so that the method
in [17] and our method have the same system overhead, we

have the same result with the method in [17].
Figure 9 shows the distribution of system overhead on

the links in the network. In the method in [17], the overhead
is concentrated at several links, while in our method, the
overhead is better balanced between links. This is one of
side-effects of our hop-by-hop delay measurement method
explained in Subsect. 4.2.

We finally conclude that from the results in Figs. 7, 8
and 9, in our method, the detecting level four is the most ef-
fective for improving measurement accuracy. Note that the
detecting levels one and two are still useful, because of the
following two reasons. First, although measurement accu-
racy in detecting level one or two is slightly worse than that
in the detecting level four, it is still much better than that
of the method in [17]. Second, it is easier to implement the
proposed method at detecting level one or two since we only
need to run Algorithm 1 with one or two iterations.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a distributed overlay network
measurement method that reduces the measurement con-
flicts by detecting the path overlapping and adjusting the
measurement frequencies and the measurement timings of
overlay paths. We also proposed a method to improve
measurement accuracy by exchanging measurement results
among neighboring overlay nodes. Simulation results show
that the relative error in the measurement results of our
method can be decreased by half compared with the exist-
ing method when the total overheads of both methods are
equal. We also confirmed that exchanging measurement re-
sults contributes more to the enhancement of measurement
accuracy than performing measurements.

In the future, we plan to construct a measurement sys-
tem that applies the proposed method and investigate its ef-
fectiveness in real environments.
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